We examine the problem of what could be called a 'compact planetary nebula' in studying the radiative equilibrium of a spherical envelope with inner radius comparable or equal to the radius of the illuminating core. The envelope is composed of hydrogen atoms in statistical equilibrium and photoionized by a central radiation of relatively high temperature T* > 15000 K. We consistently solve the equations of radiative transfer in spherical geometry for all lines and continua, including the Lyman transitions, together with the equations of statistical equilibrium. Yet we ignore the energy balance equation and consider the electronic temperature as a given parameter. We show that Balmer and other subordinate lines may appear in emission, even at low temperature, provided that (i) the density is low enough for the radiative terms to partly control the populations of the levels and (ii) the geometrical extension of the H II region is significant. Although the present model is only intended to isolate and illustrate a specific physical mechanism, we suggest that the emission features detected in the spectrum of cool giant or supergiant stars could result from purely radiative processes, at least in some cases.
INTRODUCTION
Broadly speaking, the radiative transfer problems in astrophysics present two distinct limits. On the one hand, the planetary nebulae are characterized by the predominance of the radiative processes over relatively weak collisional terms. They offer extreme non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) conditions with a highly non-Planckian illuminating radiation field and low optical thicknesses in the subordinate transitions. On the other hand, the classical photospheres of the main-sequence stars are found in near-L TE conditions because the collisional terms are dominant in the equations of statistical equilibrium and the medium is optically thick. Here we are interested in intermediate situations, which have been little explored. They have the difficulties attached to the two limiting classes of objects without offering the corresponding simplifications. They require the treatment of strong non-LTE effects in opaque media when (i) the density is low by photosphere standards but high by planetary nebula standards, i.e. typically in the range *Present address: Astronomiska Observatoriet, Box 515, S-75120 Uppsala, Sweden. 10 6 _10 16 cm-3 , and (ii) the departures of the radiation field from a Planckian distribution are small by planetary nebula standards but significant by photosphere standards. With respect to the planetary nebula case, the radiative processes are more complex because the media have larger densities and more intense radiation fields. As the populations of the excited levels become important, the optical thicknesses of the subordinate transitions become very large and those transitions must be explicitly taken into account in the transfer equations. At the same time, contrary to the photospheres of the main-sequence stars, the densities are not high enough to warrant the validity of the L TE assumption for the distribution of the atoms among the atomic levels. Thus the out-of-LTE population effects and the transfer effects must be considered simultaneously. Technically speaking, this means that the equations of statistical equilibrium for all levels have to be solved together with the equations of radiative transfer for all transitions.
The most complete calculations incorporating statistical equilibrium and radiative transfer for optically thick hydrogen ionization zones that are not in local thermodynamic equilibrium concern the broad-line clouds of active galactic nuclei (see e.g. Rokaki, Collin-Souffrin & Magnan 1993 and references therein). Thus Avrett & Loeser (1988) have solved the radiative transfer, statistical equilibrium and energy balance equations for an illuminated, plane-parallel cloud having a prescribed optical thiclmess. However such a self-consistent comprehensive treatment is rather an exception than a rule. At the present time, although great efforts have been made to include most relevant physical processes in the statistical equilibrium and energy balance equations, some simplifying assumptions are still used for the transfer equations. Among them the escape probability approximation is the most common one, as in the earlier works by Netzer (1977) , Krolik & McKee (1978) and Drake & Ulrich (1980) . A discussion of that approximation is given by CoIlin-Souffrin & Dumont (1989 and references therein) . In another context, namely the case of media with large velocity gradients, the well-lmown Sobolev approximation also circumvents the full transfer problem as it reduces the system of the non-local transfer equations to a system of local algebraic equations. For instance, Xu et al. (1992) have interpreted the recombination line spectrum of SN 1987 A in the framework of that simplifying approximation.
In the stellar context, self-consistent calculations incorporating statistical equilibrium instead of local thermodynamic equilibrium exist only for hot stars (Kudritzki & Hummer 1990; Schmutz, Leitherer & Gruenwald 1992) . (In passing, Kudritzki & Hummer insist on abandoning the term 'non-LTE' and referring instead to 'statistical equilibrium'.) For those hot atmospheres, the hydrogen is completely ionized with a correspondingly small optical thiclmess [1:(LyC) < 1] in the Lyman continuum. Here, on the contrary, we want to examine cooler and more opaque media, with thick subordinate lines and continua, in which the roles of excitations and ionizations from excited levels are important. We will eventually extend the calculations up to the stage at which a neutral H I region is formed upon the ionized zone, as long as there is enough matter around the stellar core.
We attack the problem of the structure of the hydrogen envelope from the planetary nebula end rather than from the stellar end. In fact, we study what could be called a hypothetical 'compact planetary nebula'. We mean that while using the essence of a nebular model we choose an envelope with a much smaller inner radius, comparable or equal to the radius of the stellar ionizing core, and a much higher density than in the case of ordinary planetary nebulae.
The exercise that we set ourselves (Section 2) consists of studying the radiative properties of a layer of hydrogen atoms illuminated from one side by a specified radiation field. The populations of the levels are determined by the equations of statistical equilibrium, which include both collisional and radiative processes. The radiative transfer equations in every transition are solved by the method of addition of layers in spherical geometry. The results are presented in Section 3 and may be summarized as follows. For a given illumination, the situation proves very sensitive to the value of the density and its law of distribution. On the higher end of the density interval, the H II region is 'stuck' to its inner radius and is surrounded by a narrow neutral region. Then only absorption lines are observed. For lower densities, the H II region extends up to 'infinity' so that no H I region exists inside the envelope. In certain inter-© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 286, [920] [921] [922] [923] [924] [925] [926] [927] [928] [929] [930] Line emission in stellar envelopes 921 mediate conditions, the geometrical extension of the ionized region is large but an H I region appears at finite distance. Although the source functions in the lines decrease outwards, emission features are seen in the hydrogen lines because the continuum is formed at a smaller radius than the lines. Semi-detached envelopes are examined in Section 4, where it is shown that an intervening layer of low temperature in front of a star may produce emission lines, in contradistinction to the predictions of an LTE analysis. The ultimate objective of the present analysis (which has not been reached yet) is touched on in Section 5, where we suggest that pure radiative mechanisms working in very extended and opaque stellar objects of low external temperature could produce at the same time some characteristics of a star and some of a planetary nebula. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our results.
AN ARCHETYPAL PROBLEM OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER

Characteristics of the problem
We consider an optically thick spherical hydrogen layer illuminated from its inner side by a specified radiation field taken as a diluted Planckian distribution WBv(T*). We consider the cases W = 1 in Section 3 and W < 1 in Section 4.
There is no incident radiation field on to the outer side. The temperature parameter T * of the blackbody distribution will be taken as being relatively high, between 15 000 K and 30000 K We want to find the radiation fields emerging from the medium.
We use a simplified hydrogen atomic model with five levels plus a continuum, and take into account the radiative processes in the 15 corresponding transitions with the full statistical equilibrium formalism. The lines are assumed to be formed under complete redistribution, except for the Lyman transitions which are treated in the more realistic case of partial redistribution with the Rn redistribution function given by Magnan (1985) . To overcome the large difficulty of treating the term of stimulated emission in a self-consistent way (see e.g. Baschek, Mihalas & Oxenius 1981) , we have assumed that the emission profile corresponding to that particular term is equal to the absorption profile.
We do not introduce the energy balance equation and consider electronic temperature as a given parameter of our problem, first because our study is of a preliminary nature and secondly because we are not sure that all the relevant heating and cooling processes are clearly identified in real cases. In particular, the physics of the non-thermal velocity fields, which are obviously present in the extended envelopes of giant or supergiant stars, is unlmown. In addition, we will see in Section 3.4 that the results are not qualitatively very sensitive to the value of the electronic temperature. For convenience the envelope is taken as isothermal, but any other suitable distribution of temperature could be used. Finally, let us note that the quite sophisticated work by HUDImer & Storey (1992) on the recombination lines in the planetary nebulae still uses an atmosphere with a given uniform temperature of 10 4 K
The parameters of the model are: (i) the temperature T * of the ionizing blackbody, (ii) the temperature Te of the electronic gas, (iii) the radius R* of the illuminating core, (iv) the inner radius Ro of the envelope, (v) the density No at that boundary and (vi) the law of variation of the density.
The system of the transfer equations coupled to the equations of statistical equilibrium is linearized and solved by the method of addition of layers in an iterative way (Gros & Magnan 1981; Magnan 1993) . We briefly recall that in that method a given (finite or infinitesimal) layer is characterized by four transfer matrices (or only two if the layer is symmetric) which correspond to the transmission and reflection matrices of the linear case. The 'addition' procedure consists of computing the transfer matrices attached to a compound layer formed by the juxtaposition (or 'addition') of two layers when the transfer matrices of the two component layers are known. For each calculation, the optical thickness of the layer in the Lyman transitions is prescribed in advance. In other words, the optical depth in the Lyman transitions is chosen as the independent variable measuring the distance from the boundary. We have taken an exponential spacing of the division points in that quantity with a number of sub layers of about 70. The addition method has proved to be a very efficient way of solving the equations. Typically, the correct solution for a new medium was found after a few iterations, with a precision better than 1 per cent.
The treatment of the spherical geometry
The only simplification relative to the radiative transfer concerns the spherical geometry. We have devised an original two-stream approximation that guarantees the conservation of the energy and the conservation of the flux.
In spherical geometry, the equation of radiative transfer for the specific intensity Iv can be written as Since the present investigation only seeks to explore in a semi-quantitative way the radiative physical mechanisms occurring in an extended atmosphere, the exact angular dependence of the intensities is of minor importance. Hence we will first content ourselves with a single angular division point. In the plane-parallel case, since the method of addition of layers works directly with the intensities J+ and I-respectively in the outward and inward directions and not (as in most methods) with the average J = (J+ + I-)/ 2, it is natural to use the Schwarzschild division point Ji = 1/2 to evaluate any integral of the form SI(Ji) </J(Ji) dJi. This leads to the Schwarzschild approximation
In the spherical case we continue to work with the single angle point Ji = (1/2) in each direction: but obviously, since the angle arccos(Ji) between the normal to the layer and the direction of propagation now changes continuously along the path, this angle discretization is meaningful only 'locally', to such an extent that the sphericity is little seen along the path of the photon.
In the addition method, the medium is divided into a certain number of layers, each layer being constructed via the doubling algorithm. Our approximation consists precisely of treating each layer as if it were plane-parallel. In other words, for constructing a given layer in spherical geometry, we use exactly the same algorithm as in the simple plane-parallel case. We just impose the condition that the sphericity t.r/r of each layer remains small. In practice we have worked with t.r/r < 5 per cent. The attractive consequence of our approximation is that the radiative energy balance between the fields that fall on to the slab and those that leave it is satisfied in each layer, as in the plane-parallel case. This means that the quantity of radiative energy leaving the slab is correctly related to the quantity entering it and to the radiation absorbed and emitted internally. There is no unwanted, spurious source or sink of radiative energy.
Aside from the energy balance in each layer, the second imperative condition to be realized is the conservation of the total flux r2Fv in the absence of sink and source (Kv = 0).
In the framework of our method, we express that conservation as a connecting condition between two adjacent layers. In the plane-parallel case, we wrote that the intensity leaving a given layer was just equal to the intensity falling on to the adjacent layer. The flux per unit surface in each halfspace S6I±(Ji) dJi was thus conserved from slab to slab. In the spherical case, our approximation consists of writing that now the total flux in each half-space, i.e. r times the flux per unit surface, is conserved. Then when a total flux rFv± passes unchanged from a layer of radius r1 to a layer of radius r2, the flux F v± per unit surface changes by the factor (r2/r1f Using this approximation, the outward decrease of the mean intensity is automatically produced. This decrease is gradual: when the radius increases by 5 per cent, the intensity decreases by only 0.25 per cent.
Finally the geometrical radius scale dr and the optical depth scale dT (chosen for instance in the Lyman continuum) are related by the equation
where N1 is the number of neutral hydrogen atoms per unit volume in the fundamental level. Since each layer is treated in plane-parallel geometry, its geometrical thickness does not play any role in the equations of transfer. In a sense, it behaves as if it had no 'real' geometrical thickness. However, each layer i of optical thickness (~T); and density (N1); may be characterized by a 'virtual' geometrical thickness
Then the real geometrical distance between layer i and layer i + 1 is chosen as (1/2) [(t.r) ; + (t.r);+1]. In this way we successively calculate the radii of the layers and establish the link between the true radius and the optical depth. Our treatment of the spherical geometry does not pretend to supersede the algorithm developed by Peraiah (1987) in the same context of the method of addition of layers. In particular the fact that we do not conserve the intensity in a given direction could appear unacceptable. Our procedure is nevertheless sensible because we do not really work with the intensity itself but instead with an averaged intensity over each half-space.
In this respect we point out that, although a full account of the spherical geometry is extremely crucial to our problem, we do not need a very precise solution of the transfer problem in itself. In our case, the decisive point concerning the spherical situation is the connection between the optical depth scale and the geometrical distance scale. Together with the assumed decrease of the density with increasing radius, that link between the opacity and the geometry is the origin of the runaway process provoking the threshold phenomenon of ionization of the envelope that was reported in the Introduction. In fact, any relative increase of the geometrical scale leads to an increase of the radius and a consequent decrease of the density, which in turns produces a further increase of the geometrical scale: but altogether, by comparison with this critical mechanism, the inclusion of the spherical geometry into the specific transfer process -consisting of the propagation of the photons from one point to another -is of less importance. Similarly, we do not imply that calculations involving the plane-parallel assumption would be systematically useless when applied to spherical cases. For instance, it is quite certain that the eventual limitations of plane-parallel calculations using the escape probability approximation, when used in applications involving spherical symmetry, would not come from the plane-parallel assumption itself when evaluating the escape probability factor.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECTRUM
In the present section, the radius Ro of the inner boundary of the envelope is taken as being equal to the radius R* of the illuminating core (W = 1). Throughout the paper we choose R* = 10 Ro. This value is representative of a hot star, although the core in our picture is not necessarily a 'star' in the sense of a theoretical stellar model created by a computer.
The line emission phenomenon
The line profiles are computed directly from the source functions. The emerging intensity along a given line of sight is given by the usual transfer equation
where Ly is the total (line + continuum) optical depth along the path and Sy=(eLI/ty + econt)/(KL¢y + Kcont) the total source function at frequency v. In spherical geometry, the total flux emerging from the envelope is the sum of the elementary contributions of the annuli contained between projected radii p and p + dp, with projected surface 21tp dp.
The important result of our study is that the Balmer and other subordinate lines emerge in emission in certain cases. The conditions under which that emission appears are discussed in the remainder of this paper. To fix the ideas, we start from the following values of the parameters: the temperature of the illuminating core is T * = 25 000 K; the electronic temperature is Te = 10 000 K; the inner density is © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 286, 920-930
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N o= 10 12 cm-3 and decreases outwards as 1/1. Those values will be taken as 'reference' values in the rest of the paper.
In order to make our results comparable to observational data (see Section 5), at least in order of magnitude, we give absolute units by supposing that the star is located at a distance D = 100 pc from Earth.
An example of such emission lines is shown in Fig. 1 . The lines show emission in the sense that the maximum intensity in the peak is larger than the intensity of the adjacent continuum. However, in most cases and in all the examples shown here, the line centre is in absorption, that is, it represents a local minimum of intensity. It is worth emphasizing that such an absorption is a purely non-LTE phenomenon. It simply reflects the decrease of the source function in the external layers (see e.g. Jefferies 1968 and discussion below in Section 3.3) without implying that the temperature itself is decreasing. In fact, in our model the electronic temperature is constant with depth. The deepness of the central absorption increases with the optical thickness of the line.
As will become clear from the discussion below, the emission in the Balmer line results from a relative lowering of the adjacent continuum of geometrical origin, essentially because the continuum is emitted at smaller radii than the line. In the present example, the envelope is almost transparent in the adjacent Paschen continuum, with an optical thickness L (PaC) = 0.12 when the calculation was stopped. On the contrary, the optical thickness in the centre of Hoc is 3.4 x 1if. Therefore the central parts of the line are emitted much higher in the atmosphere than are the far wings and the continuum. Since the outer radius of the envelope is 642 Ro and its inner radius is 10 R o ' the enhancement of the line with respect to the continuum, which is due to the 1CR 2 factor of the projected emitting area, is of order We want to caution the reader against a too-direct comparison between the theoretical profiles shown here and any real observed ones, as our model is far too schematic to be realistic. We have included neither the atmospheric motions due to the organized radial (and/or non-radial) motions, nor the random velocity fields of large and/or small scale, nor the absorbing elements other than hydrogen, nor the real density and temperature structure of the star. For instance, in the presence of velocity fields, the profiles would readily become asymmetric. However, in spite of the unrealistic character of our profiles, the qualitative results concerning (for instance) the appearance of emission peaks and absorption depressions should be largely independent from the details of our model.
The influence of density
Recently Grachev (1996) has extended the usual theory of Stromgren zones to the case of envelopes with an outward density decrease (in ,-k). Interesting qualitative results, which prove new with respect to the standard picture, emerge from that work. The author shows that for a relatively fast density decrease (for k > 3/2) the ionization structure becomes extremely sensitive to the value of the density. When the other parameters (temperature, radius) are fixed, there exists a threshold value of the density dividing the situation into two very distinct cases. For larger densities, the H n region is very narrow and the neutral region is literally stuck to the lower boundary layer of the envelope. For lower densities, the envelope is completely ionized and contains no neutral region. It was already pointed out by Magnan (1979) that the clearing up of an H I region leading to a naked ionized region is an extremely abrupt phenomenon.
Here we get the same qualitative result for k=2, as illustrated by Figs 2 and 3, on which are plotted the quantities (N';/N1) and (Ne/N1) (measuring the level of ionization of hydrogen) as a function of the radius for several values of the density. The H I region does not exist at low density. When it does exist, the narrow H n/H I transition zone is well marked and indicates unambiguously the beginning of the neutral region. Incidentally, it is clear that our picture is not suited to describing the H I region, not least because the electronic temperature is uniform in our model; this explains why the ionization degree (Ne/N1) does not completely vanish in our calculations.
The ionization structure of the envelope is also sensitive to the law of variation of the density with the radius, as shown in Fig. 4 . For a density of N = 10 12 em -3 at the base of the envelope, there is no H I region for a density decrease in 1!,z. However, this H I region appears at finite distance when the density falls more slowly as 1/,. and its optical thickness is relatively small, the incident radiation leaves the envelope without notable absorption or emission. The problem then refers to that of a hot star, which is not our concern here. In intermediate cases, starting from absorption and decreasing the density, we get a geometrically wider and wider H II region. Eventually the line is emitted at larger radii than the continuum since its photons diffuse outwards and are enhanced with respect to that adjacent continuum owing to the increase of the area contributing to the flux. In other words the line appears in emission because the star looks bigger in the line than in the continuum. A set of Hy lines for a sequence of decreasing densities is given in Fig. 7 and clearly shows the development of emission. In the line centre the flux remains low because of the relative smallness of the surface source function, especially when the optical thickness is large. 
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• No=10 em strate that, in case it occurs, the emission is the result not of an increase of the source function (as in a chromosphere for instance) but rather of a geometrical factor. Qualitatively speaking, the type of profile that we obtain is worth noticing since the presence of two emission peaks on both sides of the line centre does not reflect the existence of two separated layers with different bulk velocities, as a crude explanation in terms of the Doppler effect would imply. It merely combines the effect of the variation of the source function with the radius and the influence of spherical geometry factors.
Whether the H II zone is bounded or not by an H I region depends again on the density. The model with a density of 2 x 10 12 cm -3 at the base of the envelope is one of the best The first column gives the value of the density No per unit volume at the base of the envelope, which is located at 10 Ro. This density decreases outwards as 1/r2. The other parameters of the models are the 'reference' values T * = 25 000 K for the temperature of the ionizing blackbody and T. = 10 000 K for the electronic temperature. The following columns -r(LyC) and -r(BaC) are the total optical thicknesses of the layer at the edge of the Lyman and Balmer continua while the last column R"", is the value of its outer radius.
examples of an extended H II region surrounded by an HI region. In fact, that model extends from 10 R0 to 1.3 x 1Q3 R0 and the large total optical thickness 1.1 x 10 3 at the edge of the Lyman continuum ensures that the neutral region is reached none the less. At this point it must be recalled that in order to obtain a given medium, with a given optical thickness, our method of calculation builds a whole sequence of media with increasing optical thickness. Once computed, each medium serves as the starting solution of the iteration intended to obtain the next larger medium. In other words we necessarily construct many models along a continuation process and not one model at once. When continuing to add new layers, eventually two very different cases present themselves:
either the optical thicknesses in the Lyman transitions grow indefinitely or the radius grows indefinitely. In practice, the word 'indefinitely' means that our calculation becomes unsuitable beyond some limit.
The important result is that the optical thicknesses of the subordinate transitions prove finite in both cases. In the first case (an infinitely growing radius), the number of neutral atoms of hydrogen on the line of sight remains small, because of the density decrease with the radius. We find, for instance, an optical thickness of a few units in the Lyman continuum. In the second case (an infinitely growing Lyman optical thickness), the degree of excitation of the neutral atoms becomes so low that the contribution of any additionallayers to the subordinate optical thicknesses is negligible. As a result the profiles of the Balmer and other subordinate lines do not change either. Correlatively the emerging line profiles do not depend upon the exact point at which we stop the calculation. The fact that the subordinate lines emerge in emission in the case of an extremely large Lyman optical thickness is remarkable. This is essentially the result that we found with a crude simplified model (Magnan & de Lavemy 1994) .
The situation is summarized in Table 1 , which gives the characteristics of the limit models, namely the values of the radius at the top of the envelope and its total optical thicknesses in the Lyman and Balmer continua.
The influence of the other parameters
The other parameters of the problem, mainly the temperature T * of the illuminating blackbody radiation field and the electronic temperature T e , have a less determining influence upon the solution than that of the density. As could be expected, when the temperature of the ionizing star increases, the geometrical size of the H II region also increases. Eventually, if it was present, the neutral zone disappears and leaves a naked ionized atmosphere. This behaviour is shown by the results reported in Table 2 , which gives the extension of the envelope and its optical thickness for various temperatures of the core.
As was already said, the electronic temperature is given as a free parameter of our problem. It is not determined by an energy balance equation. Fortunately, we have found that the influence of that parameter is small. This means that qualitatively speaking our results will remain valid when the thermal temperature is calculated self-consistently. Fig. 9 shows, for instance, that increasing the electronic temperature broadens the emission line, just because the Doppler width is larger, but does not alter the presence of the emission nor does it change the intensity very much. In other words, for some given temperatures T * and Te, it is quite easy to shift from absorption to emission by changing the density distribution, but the reverse is not true: for a given density, changing the temperature does not qualitatively modify the results.
SEMI-DETACHED ENVELOPES
Since the solution of the transfer problem is extremely sensitive to the distribution of the density and since we have considered only special (power) laws of density decrease, it is difficult to predict the form and the type of the line profiles for real cases or for a theoretical model in which the distribution of the density is not arbitrary. Of particular interest are the cases in which there exists in the atmosphere a density inversion leading to an increase of the density with increasing radius. In some of the models of Mira variables (e.g. Tuchman, Sack & Barkat 1978) one finds that the density decreases inwards for a while in the recombination zone of hydrogen. We also note that pulsation, mass-loss and ejection of matter may easily lead to the creation of semi-detached layers. Eventually, post-AGB supergiant stars are expected to expel their outer envelopes in forming planetary nebulae.
Therefore it is interesting to examine the radiative properties of an envelope detached from the star and playing the role of a 'compact planetary nebula'. Since the flux per unit surface emitted by the central core of radius R* is 'diluted' by the factor W=(R*/RoY when it reaches the inner radius Ro of the envelope, we take the ionizing radiation field as a diluted Planckian distribution WEy (1). (Incidentally, The first column gives the value of the temperature of the ionizing blackbody. The other parameters of the models are Te = 10 000 K for the electronic temperature and No = 10 12 em -3 for the density, which decreases outwards as r-2 • The following columns are as in Table 1 . Line emission in stellar envelopes 927 the well-known dilution factor Q/41t where Q is the solid angle
subtended by the envelope. In terms of the flux per unit surface, however, our parameter is more convenient.). In passing we also note that using such a law of distribution in frequency is also a simple way to investigate the effects of a non-Planckian radiation field whose 'colour' temperature, which determines the quality of the radiation, is higher than the 'effective' temperature, which determines its quantity. Such non-Planckian distributions of the radiation field could well exist in extended stars of low density. Emission lines appear in the planetary nebulae as a result of recombination mechanisms arising from the dilution of the incident field, which makes the radiative cascades more frequent than the reverse sequences of transitions. That same physical process makes emission features appear in our model. The emission is present even for moderate (i.e. not very small) values of the dilution factor W. Fig. 10 shows that Ha already appears in emission for W= 10-1 • For smaller and smaller values of W, the emission is more and more pronounced. In fact, the emission is roughly proportional to the inverse of the dilution factor. As in the previous examples, the line presents a central self-reversal which expresses the outward decrease of the source function. Notice again that the formation of a double-peaked line is a direct consequence of transfer effects and is not connected to macroscopic velocity fields.
As in the case of an extended envelope examined in the preceding sections, the solution is not very sensitive to the value of the electronic temperature Te. This is not surprising since the emission does not result from a temperature effect. For Te=5000 K, the emission is nearly as intense as for Te = 10 000 K (see Fig. 10 ). Therefore an important result of our calculations is that a layer of low temperature surrounding a star can produce emission lines in certain conditions. To emphasize the paradoxical character of the situation, we could say provocatively that a reversing layer of low temperature is capable of producing emission.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS TO COOL STARS
Originally, the starting point of the present work was the intention to explain the emission lines in late-type giant and supergiant stars of low temperature, especially the Miras, by radiative mechanisms. Rough preliminary results in that direction have been presented during the poster sessions of some colloquia (de Lavemy & Magnan 1993a, b; 1995) . In fact, our model could give a schematic qualitative description of the situation encountered in the last stages of the stellar evolution when the central part of the star contracts and the outer layers expand, creating a kind of 'compact planetary nebula'. Then our results suggest that line emissions appear 'naturally' in such a situation, insofar as an outof-equilibrium approach is adopted. On the contrary, the traditional interpretation, which assumes an LTE environment, necessarily appeals to thermal and/or mechanical heating either in a chromosphere or in shocks (see e.g. Mallik 1993 , among many others, for an example of such an orthodox 'chromospheric' interpretation of emission). In a few words, the idea, which was first suggested by Sobolev (1947) , is the following. An extended atmosphere surrounding a hotter region can produce emission lines by recombination, i.e. by the same mechanisms as those occurring in the planetary nebulae, as we have shown in the present paper. At the same time, if the atmosphere is opaque enough, the matter found in the external region is protected against the UV radiation so that the excitation and ionization of its atoms correspond to those typical of a much lower temperature. In those outer layers, there can exist neutral atoms and molecular compounds producing an absorption spectrum of late type. In other words, if certain conditions are fulfilled, a large-sized star may, roughly speaking, show both characteristics: those of a planetary nebula and those of a classical star. So the scheme explains the origin of a 'combination spectrum', i.e. a spectrum showing features of high and low excitation at the same time.
The theory does not imply that the ionizing core is necessarily a 'true' star. All that it needs is a UV radiation field capable of ionizing the surrounding medium, and we are sure to find such a flux at a certain depth inside any cool giant star. The surrounding envelope can then transform most of the high-temperature flux that it receives into a lowtemperature flux -a typical radiative transfer mechanism.
It is essential in our description that the distribution of the atoms among the energy levels be determined by statistical equilibrium and not by local thermodynamic equilibrium. Under LTE there is no real transfer of radiation, as any photon absorbed in a transition is immediately destroyed on the spot and cannot 'transfer' to another place. And since the temperature decreases outwards, emission lines do not form naturally in LTE conditions (although this is theoretically possible via geometrical effects). Table 3 , which gives the coefficients of departure from LTE in the envelope, is instructive in that respect. It clearly shows that at 'photospheric' densities, of order 10 14 cm-3 , the distribution of the atoms among the levels does not follow the Saha-Bolzmann law. This means that the atmospheres of the giant and supergiant stars, whose density is probably of The first column gives the value of the density of hydrogen atoms. For each density, lines (a) and (b), as indicated in the second column Te, correspond respectively to Te = 10 000 K and Te = 5000 K The following other columns give the coefficients of departure from LTE, bi= (NiIND, introduced by Menzel (1962) , with N!=i2N~ (2rrmekTe/h2)-3/2 exp(hvJkTe), for the five atomic levels. The data are related to the middle of the slab, which has an optical thickness of 1.066 in the Lyman continuum. The dilution parameter is W = 10-3 , the temperature of the ioni2ing blackbody is T*=25000K that order of magnitude, are perhaps not in LTE. If such is the case, a new analysis is required for building stellar models of cool stars (see also the review by Gustafsson & Jj1jrgensen 1994) . We are aware that it is premature to apply the present ideas to real stars, as the theory is still only tentative, not conclusive. Nevertheless, as an indication of whether the theory deserves to be worked on further or not, it is interesting to examine the order of magnitude of the fluxes that we predict. This clearly concerns rough estimates only, which are not to be thoughtlessly compared with the numbers given by the observers (by the way, for many reasons, intrinsic absolute fluxes are extremely difficult to obtain experimentally; for instance, the distances to the stars are uncertain). Observational data are gathered in Table 4 , which gives the fluxes received on Earth (in erg cm-2 S-1 A -1) at the peak ofthe Hc5 emission line for several Miras as computed by Fox, Wood & Dopita (1984) . To ease the comparison with our results, we have chosen to put the stars at the same distance of 100 pc and we have listed the corresponding figures in the last column. Since all our results concerning the absolute fluxes found in the present paper assume that the envelope is 100 pc away from Earth, the comparison of the theoretical data with the observational data is immediate. For the purpose of that crude comparison, it is obvious that the differences between the various Balmer lines can be ignored. A careful study of the Balmer decrement would require a model atom with a larger number of levels.
As we can compare rough orders of magnitude only, the agreement is satisfactory. In particular, it may be concluded that the observed amount of energy in the emission lines can easily be accounted for by the energy already found in the radiation field impinging on the envelope. There is no need for an extra source of energy of mechanical origin.
CONCLUSION
We have examined the excitation and ionization structure of an envelope composed of hydrogen atoms in statistical equilibrium and illuminated on one side by a UV radiation field of the form WBv(T), where the dilution parameter W is Table 4 . Observed fluxes in the Balmer emission lines of a few Miras, from Fox, Wood & Dopita (1984) , in erg cm -2 S-1 A-I.
Star
HS peak flux Distance (pc) Flux at 100 pc SCar 2.0 X 10-9 588 6.9 X 10-8 TCol 9.9 X 10-11 593 3.5 X 10-9 RRSco 1.9 X 10-10 251 1.2 X 10-9 RAql 1.8 X 10-10 205 7.6 X 10-10 RCar 9.4 X 10-10 139 1.8 X 10-9 o Cet 1.1 X 10-8 77 6.5 X 10-9 RRSgr 7.6 X 10-11 280 6.0 X 10-10 S Sel 2.7 X 10-10 308 2.6 X 10-9 W Vel 1.1 X 10-10 340 1.3 X 10-9
The second column lists the largest observed flux of the Ho emission peak. The last column gives the absolute flux that would be received on Earth if the star were placed at 100 pc.
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Line emission in stellar envelopes 929 equal to or smaller than unity. The density is low enough so that the electronic collisions do not completely control the population of the atomic levels, for which the L TE hypothesis is not valid. We have solved the radiative transfer equations in all transitions, including the Lyman lines and continuum, together with the equations of statistical equilibrium. As all subordinate transitions are optically thick, the radiation transfer problem is crucial and needs to be solved exactly. We have paid much attention to the density distribution in the envelope in treating the problem in spherical symmetry. The transfer was solved in this geometry with the aid of an original two-stream approximation, which guarantees both the conservation of the flux and the radiative equilibrium. To summarize the subject, we may say that we have studied the problem of a 'compact planetary nebula' -an envelope close to the ionizing star. Our approach is indeed more 'nebular' than 'stellar'. We recognize two kinds of regime in the structure of the envelope, which correspond quite well to the two wellknown cases found in the context of the planetary nebulae, which can be either (1) density bounded or (2) ionization bounded. When the density is relatively high and/or the outward density decrease is slow, the ionized H II region is geometrically narrow and the envelope is bounded by an adjacent H I region. When the density is lower and/or the outward decrease of the density is faster, the ionized zone is very extended and not necessarily bounded by a neutral zone. The passage from one regime to the other is very abrupt so that the existence of an extended H II region bounded by a neutral region should be restricted to a quite narrow range of stellar configurations.
When the radiation field in the envelope is diluted, either because the ionized region is extended or because the envelope is located at some distance from the illuminating 'star', there appear emission lines in the subordinate series. Thus, paradoxically, a region of lower electronic temperature is capable of producing emission. To obtain such a result, however, it is mandatory to abandon the LTE hypothesis.
The profiles very often show a central reversal, which results from a pure transfer effect as it only reflects the outward decrease of the line source function. Therefore the corresponding 'double peak' appearance of the line is not connected in any way to velocity fields. Both peaks do come from the same place inside the envelope and not from two separated regions seen at different velocities.
In the long run, the applications we have in mind concern the late-type giants and supergiants, because in those objects the geometrical extension of the atmosphere and its rather small density are determining factors upon the radiation processes. For instance, AGB and post-AGB stars, and especially the Miras, should be the place where the non-LTE mechanisms that we have discussed are carried on. In particular the observation of emission features could indicate the existence of such out-of-equilibrium radiative processes. We thank Professor Bengt Gustafsson for his support and comments on a former version of this paper.
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